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Sequential item pricing for unlimited supply

Maria-Florina Balcan∗ Florin Constantin∗

Abstract

We investigate the extent to which price updates can increase the revenue of a seller with little prior
information on demand. We study prior-free revenue maximization for a seller with unlimited supply of
n item types facingm myopic buyers present fork< logn days. For the static (k = 1) case, Balcan et
al. [2] show that one random item price (the same on each item)yields revenue within aΘ(logm+logn)
factor of optimum and this factor is tight.

We introducehereditary maximizers, a novel property regarding buyer valuations that is sufficient
for a significant improvement of the approximation factor inthe dynamic (k > 1) setting. The hered-
itary maximizers property limits complementarities amongitems and is satisfied by any multi-unit or
gross substitutes valuation. Our main result is a non-increasing, randomized, schedule ofk item prices,
the same on each item, with expected revenue within aO( logm+logn

k
) factor of optimum for private

valuations with hereditary maximizers. This factor istight (modulo a constant factor): we show that
any pricing scheme overk days has a revenue approximation factor of at leastlogm+logn

3k
. We obtain

analogous matching lower and upper bounds ofΘ( logn

k
) if all valuations have the same maximum. We

expect the technique we develop to prove our upper bound to beof broader interest; for example, it can
be used to significantly improve over the result of [1].

We also initiate the study of revenue maximization given allocativeexternalities(i.e. influences)
between buyers with combinatorial valuations. We provide arather general model of positive influence
of others’ ownership of items on a buyer’s valuation. For affine, submodular externalities and valuations
with hereditary maximizers we present an influence-and-exploit [13] marketing strategy based on our
algorithm for private valuations. This strategy preservesour approximation factor, despite an affine
increase (due to externalities) in the optimum revenue.

1 Introduction

In most transactions, prices are set on items (and not on bundles of items) to simplify buyers’ and sellers’
decisions. Arguably, a seller’s prevalent objective is to maximize revenue–this basic problem has received
tremendous attention in the optimization literature. The seller often has poor information about uncertain
demand, but still desires a mechanism robust to errors or omissions in its data.

Given a set of buyers and their valuations for bundles, the optimum revenue is the total value of the optimal
allocation. Posted prices that obtain such a high revenue donot usually exist, because buyers’ valuations are
private and may be quite complex. A standard compromise [2, 3, 7] is then to aim for revenue that is at least
(possibly in expectation) a fraction1/c of the optimum foranyset of buyers, or, more formally, to design
algorithms with a low revenue approximation factorc > 1.

We focus onunlimited supply[2, 3], a setting relevant to digital media (e.g. DVDs or software programs). A
seller has unlimited supply ofn item types if the marginal cost of producing an additional copy of any item
is negligible. For unlimited supply, the highest possible revenue equals the sum of the maxima of buyers’
valuations. Assuming that the seller only knows an upper bound on them buyers’ arbitrary valuations,
Balcan et al. [2] provide aone-shotrandomized price (the same for each item) that yields revenue at least a
Θ(1/(logm+ log n)) fraction of the optimum; they also show that this factor is tight form=1 buyer.

∗College of Computing, Georgia Institute of Technology.{ninamf,florin}@cc.gatech.edu. This work was supported
in part by NSF grant CCF-0953192, by ONR grant N00014-09-1-0751, and by AFOSR grant FA9550-09-1-0538.
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In practice buyers purchase more than once from the same seller. It is then natural to investigate improved
approximation factors if all buyers are present fork<n time periods, that we calldays.

Like [2], we price all items equally, i.e. we uselinear uniformprices. This involves the least price discrim-
ination possible under static pricing: no buyer or item is favored over another. In fact, some online movie
retailers (e.g. iTunes) have very limited variability in prices – iTunes offers only two prices for movies,
older movies having a discount. Prices must typically be decided before observing demand. In a dynamic
setting like ours, the seller may update prices “on the fly” based on realized demand. For simplicity we only
consider, like [2, 3], price sequences decided ahead of time, but only revealed gradually to buyers.

A buyer starts out with no items and accumulates them over time. We assume that any buyer isforward-
myopic, i.e. purchases a preferred set in each day without reasoning about future price reductions. If buyers
could wait for the lowest pricep in a sequenceP, P would be just as effective asp.

We are now ready to state the central question in this paper

Question: What revenue approximation factorCm,n,k is achievable with
m forward-myopic buyers,n items in unlimited supply andk equal item prices?

Balcan et al. [2]’s results can be re-stated asCm,n,1=O(logm+log n) andC1,n,1=Θ(log n).

We provide a general lower bound and an upper bound on the revenue factor achievable (we introduce in
detail these results and define these valuations shortly).

Answer:

{

Even for public concave multi-unit valuations,logm+log n
3k ≤Cm,n,k

For private valuations with hereditary maximizers, Cm,n,k=O( logm+log n
k )

We show that no scheme withk successive prices can approximate revenue to a factor less than logm+logn
3k ,

even for concave multi-unit (i.e. that do not differentiateitems) valuations. Such valuations are among the
most basic combinatorial valuations, rendering our lower bound quite powerful.

Our main result however is a positive one, providing a matching upper bound. We show that generatingk
independent random prices and offering them in decreasing order (with the same price on each item in a
given day) approximates revenue to no worse than aΘ( logm+log n

k ) fraction, thus improving [2]’s approxi-
mation by aΘ(k) factor. Our technical contribution is to generalize a guarantee on the expected profit from
one random price tok such prices. While the bound for one price uses a standard technique for worst-case
bounds, the only improvement for generalk that we are aware of (by Akhlaghpour et al. [1]) is exponentially
worse than ours as their recursive construction only yieldsaΘ(log k) factor improvement. We connect rev-
enue from a valuationv with the joint area ofk rectangles, determined by prices, underv’s demand curveF .
While each such rectangle covers in expectation a logarithmic fraction of the area underF , we are able to
limit the overlaps of rectangles by carefully analyzing thek prices as order statistics. If all valuations have
the same maximum (or obviously ifm = nO(1)), then we can improve our two bounds toΘ( lognk ).

Our upper bound (in particular our connection between revenue and area under demand curve covered by
price-based rectangles) relies on the natural sufficient condition (that we identify) of buyer valuations having
hereditary maximizers(HM). The HM property essentially states that an algorithm greedily selecting items
by their marginal value has at each step a set of maximum value. In particular, multi-unit (not necessarily
concave) valuations and gross substitutes valuations (a classical model in economics, see e.g. [5, 10]) have
HM. We discuss these and other natural HM valuations in Section 4.

Submodular valuations may not have HM, leading to a counter-intuitive phenomenon: the revenue from
offering a high price followed by a low one may be less than therevenue from the low one only. Consider
three movies: a very good science-fiction (S) one and an animation (A) movie and a drama (D), both of
slightly inferior quality. A typical family prefers S to A orD, but A and D (for variety) to any other pair;
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the family does not strategize about price schedules. If a greedy movie retailer starts with high prices and
reduces them afterwards (on all movies) then, despite good revenue on S, it loses the opportunity of more
revenue by selling A and D instead. This (submodular) valuation, formalized in Section 2.1, does not have
HM. For HM valuations however, this counter-intuitive reversal does not occur, which is critical, as we
show, for good sequential revenue.

In the final section of the paper, we allow a buyer’s valuationfor a set of items to depend on the others’ own-
ership of copies of (possibly different) items. In economiclanguage, others exert an allocative1 externality
on a buyer’s value. Movie distribution services (e.g. Netflix) exploit such effects, allowing users to befriend
each other and to observe which movies they watched (and their rating).

We introduce a prior-free model of externalities and extendour algorithm for private valuations. Our model
departs from existing [1, 13] revenue maximization problems in the presence of externalities in two aspects,
that, in our view, allow for more generality. First, there ismore than one item type for sale, which requires
a new language for expressing externalities. We introduce such a language that extends [1, 13]; it allows
a buyer to express a positive, affine influence by others that is monotone and submodular in their bundles.
Second, we assume only certain properties of the valuation functions, as opposed to values drawn from a
(known) distribution. We obtain an algorithm with the same approximation ratio as without externalities,
despite an affine increase in the optimum. Our algorithm is aninfluence-and-exploit (IE) strategy, introduced
by Hartline et al. [13]. In an IE strategy, a setS of buyers is given some items for free and then other
customers are charged a price that exploits other owners’ (asuperset ofS) influence on the items’ value.

Related work. Revenue maximization has been studied with and without priors on buyer valuations and
with limited or unlimited supply. The prior-free, unlimited supply domains studied have been less general
than the one in this paper. Balcan et al. [2] present structural results for one-shot unlimited supply pricing and
arbitrary valuations no higher thanH. They achieve a tightΘ(logm+log n)-factor revenue approximation
via a single random price. Bansal et al. [3] study sequentialpricing for unlimited supply of one item type and
buyers with values in[1,H] and arrival–departure intervals. They obtain almost matching upper and lower
bounds on the approximation factor:O(logH) for deterministic schemes andO(log logH) for randomized
schemes. Guruswami et al. [11] present static logarithmic revenue approximations via envy-free pricing for
two settings: single-minded buyers for unlimited supply and unit-demand buyers for limited supply. The
only dynamic version they consider concerns gradually-expiring items and buyers with arrival-departure
intervals. Chakraborty et al. [7] achieve aO(log2 n)-factor revenue approximation via dynamic equal item
prices, improving the limited supply factor in [2]. Unlike us, they consider a limited supply setting and
assume that buyers are impatient and have subadditive valuations. Hajiaghayi et al. [12] obtain constant
factor revenue approximations via adaptive pricing for limited supply of a good and buyer values from a
distribution. Chawla et al. [8] present constant-factor revenue approximation schemes via sequential posted
prices in prior-based domains.

While externalities are natural and well-studied in socialnetworks [15], the corresponding revenue maxi-
mization problem has been recently introduced by Hartline et al. [13], who investigate approximation via
single-item distribution-based influence-and-exploit marketing strategies. Akhlaghpour et al. [1] study this
problem for a seller that cannot use price discrimination amongst buyers. Jehiel and Moldovanu [14] find
that many classical results no longer hold when externalities (allocative or informational) arise in auctions.

Paper structure. After introducing notation in Section 2, we review known bounds onCm,n,k and provide
a new lower bound in Section 3. Section 4 analyzes hereditarymaximizers, a property of valuations leading
to aCm,n,k upper bound established in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6,we model externalities, where a
buyer’s valuation depends on others’ items, and extend Section 5’s approximation.

1As opposed toinformationalor financialexternalities [14], where a valuation depends on others’ information (e.g. signals of
the item’s quality) or on their payments.
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2 Preliminaries

We consider a seller withn item types in unlimited supply. The seller can thus profit from selling copies
of an item at any price but aims to maximize its revenue. The seller hask < n sale opportunities called
days. There arem customers with quasilinear utilities present in allk days. Customers have valuations
over bundles of items (not more than one per type); we denote ageneric such valuation2 by vi : 2

1..n→R.
and its maximum byHi. We assume that the seller knows only the highest maximum across customers
H= maxi Hi=maxi∈1..m,S⊆1..nvi(S).

We treat static pricing first and then dynamic pricing in Section 2.1. We only use the simplest form of
pricing, with no item or buyer discrimination. A price vector p∈R

n is linear uniform3 if pj=p, ∀ j=1..n.

Given a price vector, a customer buys a preferred (utility-maximizing) bundle.

Definition 1 For price vectorp ∈ R
n, thedemand correspondence[10] Dv(p) of valuationv is the set of

utility-maximizing bundles at pricesp:
Dv(p) = argmaxS⊆1..n{v(S)−

∑

j∈S pj} (1)

For linear uniform pricep= p · 1, let Dv(p) =Dv(p)andFv(p) =minS∈D(p·1)|S|be the least number of
items in a bundle demanded (by valuation4 v) at pricesp.
As one would expect, a higher price cannot increase the leastquantity bought.

Lemma 1 (Balcan et al. [2]) For an arbitrary valuationv andp>p′, F (p)≤F (p′).

2.1 Sequential pricing

Assume the seller offers equal item pricesrd ∈ R+ in day d = 1..k, with r1> . . . > rk. We now define
customer behavior over time, starting with no items before day1.

We model any buyer asforward-myopic: assume that before dayd he buys setsS1, . . . ,Sd−1. His utility for
itemsS⊆1..n\(S1∪. . .∪ Sd−1)he does not own is

ud,...,1(S1,. . ., Sd−1, S, r
1 . . . rd) = v(S1∪. . .∪Sd−1∪S)−(

∑d−1
l=1 rl|Sl|)−rd|S| (2)

i.e. a customer does not anticipate price drops but does takeinto account past purchases (accumulating
items) and payments to decide a utility-maximizing setS to buy today. In this model, a customer buys
nothing in a day where the price increases5, hence our focus on decreasing price sequences: the seller starts
with a high price and then gradually reveals discounts, a common retail practice.

Following Def. 1, we denote preferred bundles outsideS1∪. . . ∪ Sd−1 at rd by

D
S1,...,Sd−1
v (r1 . . . rd) = argmax

S⊆1..n\(S1∪···∪Sd−1)
ud,...,1(S1, . . . , Sd−1, S, r

1 . . . rd)

We briefly consider incentive properties before focusing onrevenue only.

Incentive considerations. A buyer’s utility cannot decrease in any day: there is alwaysthe option of not
buying anything. Thus, any sequence of prices defines an individually rational mechanism. Furthermore,
within a day, as each buyer faces the same prices, buyers haveno envy and no profitable item swaps.

Our goal is revenue maximization via (possibly randomized)price sequences decided ahead of time (but
only revealed gradually to buyers).

2A valuation is constant over time, apart from Section 6, where it varies with others’ items.
3Different (non-uniform) item prices are also (e.g. [5]) called linear prices.
4Except for Section 6,v will be clear from context and omitted fromD andF .
5 We sketch a proof ford = 2: let r1 < r2 andSi bought in dayi = 1, 2 with S1 ∩S2 = ∅. SupposeS2 6= ∅; then

v(S1∪∅)−r1|S1|−r2|∅|≤v(S1 ∪ S2)−r1|S1|−r2|S2|<v(S1 ∪ S2)−r1|S1|−r2|S2|, i.e.S1 ∪ S2 is preferred toS1 at pricer1,
contradiction.
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Definition 2 A pricing schemeP is a sequence6 ofk (possibly random) decreasing prices.RevP(v1,. . ., vm)
denotesP ’s revenue (in expectation for randomizedP), for valuationsv1,. . ., vm and least favorable tie-
breaking decisions by buyers.

A standard [2, 13] revenue benchmark is customers’ total willingness to pay. We study worst-case guaran-
tees, that hold regardless of buyer valuations.

Definition 3 A (possibly randomized) pricing schemeP is a c-revenue approximation(wherec ≥ 1) if
∑

i∈1..mmaxS⊆1..n vi(S) ≤
7 c ·E[RevP(v1, . . . , vm)] for all valuationsv1 . . . vm, where the expectation is

taken overP ’s random choices.

Recall that this paper’s central question is to assess what revenue approximation factorsCm,n,k are achiev-
able. Clearly,Cm,n,k+1≤Cm,n,k andCm,n,k≤Cm+1,n,k. The next section formally states known values of
Cm,n,k for particular(m,n, k) triples, provides some intuition for sequential pricing and presents our lower
boundCm,n,k = Ω( logm+logn

k ). The upper boundCm,n,k = O( logm+logn
k ) is presented in Section 5.

3 Existing bounds forCm,n,k and a new lower bound

We start by reviewing known or basic results onCm,n,k for simple instances of our setting: first for one-shot
pricing, then for one item only and finally for public valuations, which will also yield a new lower bound.

Motivated by [2]’s bounds (re-stated in Lemma 2 below) and other worst-case results [3], we use prices

ql = H/2l for l ≥ 0

Algorithm RANDOMH
D outputs one-shot priceql where the scaling exponentl is chosen uniformly at random

in 0..D−1. Despite its simplicity, RANDOMH
D is quite effective in general and as effective as any other

algorithm for one buyer.

Lemma 2 [2] For 8 t=1+logm+log n, RANDOMH
t is a4t-revenue approximation. For one buyer, i.e.m=1,

this factor is tight (modulo a constant factor). Thus,Cm,n,1=O(logm+log n) andC1,n,1=Θ(log n).

Bansal et al. [3] study sequential revenue maximization forunlimited supply of one item (as in our setting,
buyers are interested in one copy only). While they assume, as we do, that values are at mostH, they also
assume, unlike us, that values are at least1. They essentially show thatk=1+logH days are enough for
obtaining at least half of the maximum revenue. More precisely, RANDOMH

1+logH is a2-approximation to
revenue, i.e.Cm,1,1+logH=2 for such values.

For the rest of this section we assume that the seller fully knows buyers’ valuations. This strong assumption
will allow us to understand two special settings.

The first setting is concerned with one buyerm=1 with a known monotone (H= v(1..n)) valuationv and
many daysk=n. In this setting, full revenue can be obtained fromv i.e. C1,n,n = 1. Let setSd be bought
in dayd = 0..n, with S0 = ∅. Let itemi∗d ∈ argmaxi 6∈Sd

v(Sd∪{i}) with the highest marginal value given
Sd. Then, at pricerd= v(Sd∪{i

∗
d})−v(Sd) in dayd∈1..n, exactly9 item i∗d is bought (ignoring ties). The

sum of all days’ revenues telescopes tov(1..n)=H.

The second setting yields the first half of our answer to this paper’s central question: a lower bound on
achievableCm,n,k. This lower bound shows the effect of limited (k) price updates and buyer differences,
even if valuations are known and items are identical.

6 We can expand, without changing revenue, any shorter sequenceP to k prices by appending toP copies of its last price.
7This benchmark is at leastmaxS⊆1..n

∑
i∈1..mvi(S), i.e.the highest joint value of a set.

8This paper only uses base2 logarithms.
9Here we also assumev submodular; if not, we can setrd to v’s steepest slope atSd.
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Theorem 1 (lower bound) Definevs(x) =

{

x/2s−1, if x ≤ 2s−1

1, if x > 2s−1 ∀ 1≤s ≤N+1 (for N=log n ∈ Z) to

be1 + log n concave multi-unit valuations, each with maximum1: v1(x) = 1, ∀x = 1..n andvN+1(x) =
x/2N = x/n, ∀x = 1..n. Then the revenue of any sequence ofk< log n prices is at most2k. Thus, even if
valuations have the same maximum, anyk-day pricing algorithm must have a higher revenue approximation
factor than1+log n

2k , even for1+log n buyers: 1+logn
2k ≤ Cequal maxima

1+logn,n,k . In general,Cm,n,k = Ω( logm+logn
k ).

Informally, eachvs has a constant non-zero marginal value (MV) for one item in[1/n, 1]. A low price is
effective for low MV buyers but could profit more from high MV buyers. A high price fails to sell any
item to low MV buyers despite getting good revenue from high MV buyers. This reasoning extends to short
(k< log n) sequences of prices.

Proof:The maximum revenue fromv1..vN+1 is N+1. We claim that no sequence ofk prices can yield
revenue above2k. Any such sequence can be replaced by1/2l1 , 1/2l2 , . . . , 1/2lk with 0≤ l1<l2<. . .lk≤N
without decreasing revenue.10

A price 1/2l presented to a valuationvs yields revenue2s−1/2l otherwise (all2s−1 items being bought) if
s− 1 ≤ l (i.e. if 1/2l ≤ 1/2s−1) and0 otherwise. Similarly, the revenue from a price pair1/2l1 , 1/2l2 with
l1 < l2 is 0 if s− 1 > l2, 2s−1/2l1 if s− 1 ≤ l1 and2s−1/2l2 if s− 1 ∈ (l1, l2]. The total revenue is then

∑l1+1
s=1 2s−1/2l1 +

∑l2+1
s=l1+2 2

s−1/2l2 + . . .+
∑lk+1

s=lk−1+2 2
s−1/2lk

= (2l1+1−1)/2l1 + (2l2+1−2l1+1)/2l2 + . . .+ (2lk+1−2lk−1+1)/2lk ≤ 2k

Letm′ = m−1−logn and assume thatm′ > 0. Let unit-demand single-minded valuationswt for t = 1..m′

such thatwt(x) = wt(1) = 1
t , ∀x = 1..n. Then anyk prices can obtain total revenue at mostk from

valuationsw1..wm′ whose optimal revenue isΘ(logm′).

For them=m′+1+logn valuationsvs andwt together, we get that no set ofk prices obtains more than3k
revenue, but optimum isΘ(log n) + Θ(log(m−log n))=Θ(logm+log n) i.e.,Cm,n,k=Ω( logm+logn

k ). �

Fork=1, we getCm,n,1=Θ(logm+log n), showing that Balcan et al. [2]’s boundCm,n,1=O(logm+log n)
is tight (they only prove it form = 1).

After this section we will provide positive results only. Inpreparation however, we need another piece of
bad news highlighting the importance of sequential consistency.

Even the seemingly innocuous assumption of decreasing prices can hurt revenue. We now provide a sub-
modular valuation consistent with the movie example in the introduction and find that the revenue from a
high, followed by a low, price may be below that of the better single price.

Example 1 Let a be the science-fiction movie, andb, c be the animation and drama. Define a valuationv
by v(a)=3, v(b)=v(c)=2.1, v(a, b)=v(a, c)=3.8, v(b, c)=v(a, b, c)=4.2. For r1=1.5, D(r1)={{a}}
and for r2 = 1,D(r2) = {{b, c}}. Neitherb or c is worth $1 givena: D{a}(r1, r2) = {∅}. Less revenue
($1.5) is obtained from offeringr1 followed byr2 than fromr2 alone ($2).

In Example 1,v(1) > max(v(2), v(3)) andv(23) > max(v(12), v(13)). The following example shows
that revenue does not decrease for any two prices (and thus any price sequence) for another monotone
submodular non-GS valuation. Eq. (4) is violated, but unlike in Example 1, only one ofv(1) andv(23) is
higher than the value of both other bundles of same size.

10 Any price (or price sequence) in(1/2l+1, 1/2l) for l∈1..N+1 can be replaced by1/2l while preserving the quantity bought
by anyvs asvs’s marginal values equal1/2s−1.
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Section 4 introduces a valuation class for which the revenuefrom any sequence of pricesr1 > · · · > rk is
at least that from the bestri, in contrast to Example 1. This property will yield revenue guarantees for our
pricing scheme in Section 5.

4 Hereditary maximizers

In this section we define hereditary maximizers, a new property of valuations and we show that it holds
for a few classical domains of valuations including gross substitutes and multi-unit demand valuations. In
Section 5 we will show that this property is sufficient for good sequential revenue.

Definition 4 Valuationv hashereditary maximizers(HM) if given any sizej value-maximizing bundleSj,
one item can be added to it to obtain a sizej+1 such bundle. LettingMv

j=argmax|S|=j v(S), v has HM if

∀n≥j≥1, ∀Sj ∈ Mv
j ,∃Sj+1 ∈ Mv

j+1 with Sj ⊂ Sj+1 (HM)

implying ∀n≥j′>j≥1, ∀Sj ∈ Mv
j ,∃Sj′ ∈ Mv

j′ with Sj ⊂ Sj′ (HM∗)

Thus, a valuation has hereditary maximizers if a greedy algorithm selecting the highest marginal value item
at each step always maintains, regardless of its tie-breaking decisions, a set of maximum value among sets
of the same size. Example 1’s valuationv does nothave HM:Mv

1={{a}} butMv
2={{b, c}}.

However, a few well-studied classes of valuation functionsare HM as we show shortly. Multi-unit valuations
are one of the most basic combinatorial valuations. A multi-unit valuationv treats all the items identically.
Consequently, for anyj, Mv

j is the collection of all sets of sizej and thusv trivially has HM.

Lemma 3 A multi-unit valuation has hereditary maximizers.

A valuation isgross substitutes, a well-studied condition in assignment problems [5, 10], if raising prices on
some items preserves the demand on other items.

Definition 5 A valuationv is gross substitutes(GS) if for any price vectors11 p′ ≥ p, and anyA ∈ D(p)
there existsA′ ∈ D(p′) with A′ ⊇ {i ∈ A : pi = p′i}.

Remarkably [10], for any set of GS buyers with public valuations, there exists a Walrasian (or competitive)
equilibrium with one-shot item (possibly non-uniform) prices, i.e. at which buyers’ preferred bundles form a
partition of all items. Among GS valuation classes (see [16]for more examples) are unit demand valuations
(that define the value of a set as the highest value of an item within the set) and concave multi-unit demand
valuations. We know from Lemma 3 that the latter valuations have HM – this is not a coincidence.

Theorem 2 [4] A gross substitutes valuation has hereditary maximizers.

Bertelsen [4] implicitly proves Theorem 2, without definingHM. Appendix A provides a simpler proof for
it via a basic graph-theoretic fact starting, like [4], fromLien and Yan’s [16] GS characterization (Lemma 8
in Appendix A). The setsMv

j have more structure for a GSv.12 The high-level idea of Theorem 2’s proof
is as follows. We define a (bipartite) directed graph among certain sets of equal size; an edge from setS to
setS′ shows thatS has a strictly higher certain marginal value inv thanS′. If v did not have HM, then this
graph would have a directed cycle which is impossible.

We now exhibit a few valuation classes that are HM, but not GS (properties proved in Appendix B). They
attest to the richness of our HM class, even when compared to the well-studied GS class. Intuitively, item
complementarities are severely limited by the GS property and to a lesser extent by the HM property.

11We compare price vectorsp,p′∈R
n component-wise:p′≥p ⇐⇒ p′j ≥ pj ∀ j = 1..n.

12 E.g. if ({a} ∈ M1 and{b, c} ∈ M2) then ({b} ∈ M1 and{a, c} ∈ M2) or ({c} ∈ M1 and{a, b} ∈ M2)
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order-consistent For anyL ∈ 1..n and any sets{j1, . . . , jL} and {j′1, . . . , j
′
L}, wheneverv({jl}) ≥

v({j′l}), ∀ l = 1..L then v({j1, . . . , jL}) ≥ v({j′1, . . . , j
′
L}), with strict inequality if at least one

single item inequality is strict.
sequence-basedAssume that all items form a series (of e.g. episodes) and anyitem is valued at1. Then

the value of a setS equals|S| plus a function increasing in the number of consecutive items inS.
pair-based Assume that items are partitioned into pairs (e.g. movie–sequel) and any item is valued at1.

The value of a setS equals|S| plus a function increasing in the number of such pairs inS.

We proceed with a quantity guarantee for HM valuations, thatwill be critical for guarantees on sequential
revenue. No fewer items are sold for price sequencer1, . . . , rd (regardless of which preferred bundles are
bought) than in the worst-case forrd alone, i.e.F (rd). This guarantee follows from a strong structural
property, that we highlight ford=2. Any setS1∈D(r1) (i.e. preferred at a higher linear uniform pricer1)
can serve as base to create sets preferred at the lower pricer2 < r1 via joining any setS2∈DS1(r1, r2) (i.e.
preferred sequentially atr2 after buyingS1): formally,S2 ∪ S1∈D(r2).

Theorem 3 Fix an HM valuationv, a dayd ≤ k and pricesr1 > · · · > rd. LetSδ∈DS1,...,Sδ−1(r1, . . . , rδ)

preferred atrδ given setsS1,. . . ,Sδ−1 sequentially bought atr1,. . ., rδ−1 ∀ δ=1..d. Then
⋃d

δ=1Sδ ∈D(rd)

and thus
∑d

δ=1|Sδ|≥F (rd).
We first state a property needed in Theorem 3’s proof. Clearly, a sizej set (if any) preferred at a uniform
price cannot have a higher value than another sizej set.

Lemma 4 For all pricesr and sizesj, D(r)∩{|S| = j} is either empty orMv
j .

Proof:[of Theorem 3] We treat the cased = 2; the claims for generald follow similarly.

Let S1∈D(r1) be a set preferred at pricer1 and assume|S1| < F (r2) (otherwise the claim is immediate).
Let S2 ∈ DS1(r1, r2) be a set preferred at pricer2 after having boughtS1 at pricer1. By Lemma 4,
S1 ∈ M∅,|S1|. As F (r2) > |S1|, by (HM∗), ∃S′

2 ∈ M∅,F (r2) a minimal set preferred at pricer2 with
S1 ⊂ S′

2. AsM∅,F (r2) ∩ D(r2) 6= ∅ (it containsS′
2), by Lemma 4,S′

2 ∈ D(r2).

LetuS = v(S ∪S1)− r1|S1|− r2|S| be the utility from buyingS ⊆ 1..n\S1 atr2 after buyingS1 atr1. As
S2∈DS1(r1, r2), uS′

2\S1
−uS2 = (v(S′

2)− r2|S′
2|)− (v(S2 ∪S1)− r2|S2 ∪S1|) ≤ 0. If uS′

2\S1
<uS2 then

S2 ∪ S1 is preferred toS′
2 atr2, contradictingS′

2∈D(r2). ThusuS′
2\S1

=uS2 implying S2 ∪ S1∈D(r2). �

We see that Theorem 3 relies on the HM property: its conclusions fail for Example 1’s non-HM submodular
valuation. A much weaker statement (proved in Appendix C) than Theorem 3 holds for such valuations.

Lemma 5 For a submodularvaluationv, if S1 ∈ D(r1), S2 ∈ DS1(r1, r2) andS′
2 ∈ D(r2) thenS2 6⊃

S′
2\S1 (note that equality is allowed).

5 Revenue approximation for independent HM valuations
We now leverage Theorem 3’s guarantees to obtain a revenue approximation, complementing our1+logn

2k ≤
Cm,n,k lower bound for1+log n≤m. LetL = 1 + logm+ log n.

Theorem 4 (upper bound)Considerm HM valuations with maximaH1. . .Hm and letH =maxi∈1..mHi.
Considerk pricesqx1 = H

2x1 ≥ · · · ≥ qxk
= H

2xk wherex1 ≤ · · · ≤ xk are the first (lowest),. . . , k-th
(highest) order statistics ofk iid U [0, L] continuous random variablesu1, . . . , uk. These prices (sorted
decreasingly) yield expected revenueΩ( k

logm+logn)
∑

i∈1..mHi. ThusCm,n,k=O(logm+logn
k ).

If valuations have the same maximum (Hi = H, ∀ i ∈1..m) then, as in [2], the approximation factor can be
improved toΩ( lognk ) by usingL = log(2n). Recalling Theorem 1’s lower bounds, we see thatour bounds
are tightmodulo a constant factor.
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Before proceeding with Theorem 4’s proof, we review, motivated by Lemma 1, a natural analogue of a
well-studied economic concept and relate it toH.

A valuationv’s demand curve[2] is a step function given by(pl, F (pl))l=0..nv+1 (with nv≤n) where thresh-
old prices0 = p0 <p1 < .. < pnv ≤ pnv+1 =H satisfyF (pl) = F (p) > F (pl+1), ∀ p ∈ [pl, pl+1), ∀ l =
0..nv. That is, for anyl and any pricep in [pl, pl+1] the lowest size of a (preferred) bundle inDv(p) isF (pl).
The areaAF underv’s demand curve is defined as

∑nv
l=1 pl(F (pl)− F (pl+1)).

Lemma 6 [2] AF = H = maxS⊆1..n v(S), i.e. v’s maximum willingness to pay.

The (worst-case) revenuepF (p) from a single pricep equals the part ofAF covered byp. We now generalize
this to a sequence of prices. For instance, pricesr1>r2 cover aF (r1)r1 + (F (r2)−F (r1))r2 part ofAF ,
i.e. the area of the union of two rectangles with opposite corners(0, 0) and(ri, F (ri)).Note that no pricing
scheme can cover more thanAF itself. However, as seen in Example 1, the area covered by a scheme with
at least two prices may be less than its revenue even for a submodular valuation.

Definition 6 The fraction ofAF coveredby a pricing schemeP with pricesp′1>. . .>p′k is
(1/AF )

∑k
d=1 p

′
d(F (p′d)− F (p′d−1)) whereF (p′0) = 0.

We are now ready for Theorem 4’s proof. It establishes that for HM valuations the revenue of a pricing
schemeP is at least the part ofAF covered byP.

Proof:[of Theorem 4] We proceed with one buyer; linearity of expectation will then yield the claim. Let
qx1 ≥ . . .≥ qxk

be the prices of Theorem 4 forH. Let setS′
d ∈DS′

1,...,S
′
d−1(qx1 . . . qxd

) be bought in dayd.
By Theorem 3,

∑d
δ=1 |S

′
δ|≥F (qxd

).

Via Lemma 7 withd0=1, d=k, qδ=qxδ
andxδ=F (qxδ

), revenue is at least
∑d

δ=1 qxδ
(F (qxδ

)−F (qxδ−1
)),

i.e. the area covered by these prices. Theorem 5 will yield the approximation factor. �

We have reached the technical core of our approximation: thek random13 prices cover well in expectation
the area under the demand curve of a valuation. The area covered by thek prices is the sum of the areas
of each individual price minus the area covered by each of at least two prices. Theorem 5’s proof (in
Appendix D) uses properties of order statistics to upper bound the latter area. We note that Akhlaghpour et
al. [1] present a recursive construction that can be used to cover in expectation anΩ( log k

logm+logn) fraction of

AF as opposed to ourΩ( k
logm+logn) factor.

Theorem 5 Considerk pricesqx1 =
H
2x1 ≥ . . .≥ qxk

= H
2xk wherex1 ≤ · · · ≤ xk are the first (smallest),

. . . , k-th (largest) order statistics ofk iid continuous random variablesu1, . . . , uk chosen uniformly at
random in[0, L]. Then these prices cover in expectation anΩ( k

logm+log n) fraction ofAF .

We finally provide a revenue guarantee given a guarantee on total quantities bought.

Lemma 7 If, at pricesqd0 >. . .>qd, at leastxδ items (xd≥xd−1≥ . . .≥xd0 ≥xd0−1 = 0) are sold in total
up to each dayδ = d0..d (e.g. at leastxd0+1 items in daysd0 andd0 + 1 together) then the revenue is at
least

∑d
δ=d0

qδ(xδ − xδ−1).

Proof: The lowest revenue is forexactlyxδ items sold in dayδ = d0..d and (as prices are decreasing) for
as few items as possible sold early, i.e. forxδ−xδ−1 items sold in dayδ=d0..d. �

In practice, buyers do not only have patience, but also have an influence on other buyers. We allow now
a buyer’s value (for any bundle) to increase depending on others’ acquired bundles (but not on others’
valuations). We will preserve the revenue approximation factor, despite an increased optimum revenue.

13While Balcan et al. [2] also use prices of the formqx = H
2x

to achieve theΘ(logm + log n) factor fork = 1 day, we find it
more convenient to use continuousx’s (scaling factors) as opposed to integer.
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6 Positive allocative externalities

We now investigate revenue maximization in the presence of positive externalities, i.e. a buyer’s valuation
being increased by other buyers’ ownership of certain items. Such influences can be subjective, e.g. resulting
from peer pressure, or objective, e.g. resulting from ownership of a certain social network application.

We define a new influence model via a predicateI : 1..m→{false,true} such thatI(i0) only depends
on seller’s assignment of items to buyeri0, e.g.

• I(i0) = true iff buyer i0 owns all (or, instead, at least two) items
• I(i0) = true iff buyer i0 owns his preferred bundle at current prices

Let Id be the buyersi0 satisfyingI(i0) before dayd. I is monotoneif Id ⊆ Id+1.

We model the valuation in dayd of a buyeri as a linear mapping (depending ond only through its argument
Id\{i}) of i’s base value

vdi (S|1..m\{i}) = (ai(Id\{i})vi(S))⊕ bi(Id\{i}), ∀ setS ⊆ 1..n (3)

whereαvi(S)⊕ β = {αvi(S) if S=∅ and14 αvi(S) + β if S 6=∅} for α, β ∈ R.

Thus,ai(I) andbi(I) measure the multiplicative and additive influences that a buyer setI (satisfyingI)
have on buyeri. Sayi’s value for any DVD of a TV series doubles as soon as one other friend (in a setFi)
has the entire series (the predicateI) and is then constant. Thenai(I) = 2⇐⇒ |I ∩Fi| ≥ 1 andbi(I) = 0.

Without any influence, a valuation reduces to the base value:ai(∅) = 1, bi(∅) = 0. Assumeai andbi are
non-negative, monotone and submodular15. Also assume thatai, bi, vi are bounded:maxI⊆1..m\{i} ai(I) =

ai(1..m\{i}) = Ha, maxI bi(I) = bi(1..m\{i}) = Hb, maxS⊆1..n vi(S) = Hi with maxi∈1..mHi = H.

Our influence model is a distribution-free extension of single-item models [1, 13]. It does not require or
preclude symmetry, anonymity or a neighbor graph. Forai = 1, bi = 0 we recover the model before this
section. Buyers are still forward-myopic and do not strategize about which items to buy today so that other
buyers’ values increase, thus increasing their own value etc.

With positive externalities, a natural revenue maximization approach [13] is providing certain items for free
to some buyers and then charging others accordingly.

Definition 7 The influence-and-exploitIEk marketing strategy fork ≥ 2 satisfiesI (at no cost) for each
buyer with probability0.5, in day1. LetA1 be the set of buyers chosen in day1. Independently ofA1, k− 1

pricesqx1 =
H+Hb/Ha

2x1 ≥ . . . ≥ qxk−1
= H+Hb/Ha

2xk−1 wherex1 ≤ · · · ≤ xk−1 are the first (smallest),. . . ,
(k−1)-th (largest) order statistics ofk−1 iid continuous random variablesu1,. . ., uk−1 chosen uniformly
at random in[0, L]. Each buyeri∈1..m\A1 is offered uniform item priceHa/3 · qxd−1

in dayd≥2.

This section’s main result (proved in Appendix E), is that Theorem 4’s factor carries over to externalities,
despite the affine increase in the optimum revenue.

Theorem 6TheIEk strategy is anO( logm+logn
k )-revenue approximation to the optimal marketing strategy

for a monotoneI overIEk and HM base valuations.

The price scheduleqx1 ≥ . . . ≥ qxk−1
is (by Theorem 4) aO( logm+logn

k )-revenue approximation given

buyers’ base valuations (translated byHb/3
Ha/3 ). The proof establishes that the influence of other buyers (an

affine mapping of a buyer’s value in each day) does not result in fewer items being bought in the worst case.

14 Eq. (3) excludes the additive increase forS = ∅ so thatvdi (∅|·) = 0. Also, if bi is much larger thanai maxS vi(S) then a
multiplicative revenue approximation is impossible: prices close tobi are needed, rendering∅ the preferred set, i.e. zero revenue.

15Submodularity (non-increasing marginal influence) is often assumed for externalities [1, 13]. Positive, monotone externalities
are an instance of “herd mentality”.
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7 Conclusions and future directions

In this paper we study prior-free revenue maximization withsequences of equal item prices. We are the first
to consider combinatorial valuations for more than one itemin unlimited supply in the sequential setting. We
provide a sufficient condition and an algorithm improving the revenue approximation factor of an existing
one-shot pricing scheme complemented by a lower bound that leverages the limited availability of price
updates. Our paper also initiates the study of revenue maximization for allocative externalities between
combinatorial valuations. For positive, non-anonymous externalities we present a simple marketing strategy
preserving the approximation factor without externalities, despite an increase in revenue available due to
such influences. Several open directions appear promising to us.

Hereditary maximizers guarantees consistency of bundles bought sequentially. We deem it of interest to find
an alternative assumption, perhaps related to sequential revenue instead, that still allows revenue bounds.
We assume fully patient, as opposed to instantaneous, buyers. Other patience models, e.g. arrival-departure
intervals [3], may yield alternative approximations. Finally, widespread externalities in applications present
many exciting open questions, both practical and theoretical, notably in multiple-item settings.

Acknowledgments. We thank Avrim Blum and Malvika Rao for detailed comments onearlier drafts of this
paper, Mark Braverman for helpful discussions and Daniel Lehmann for providing us with a copy of [4].
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A Alternate proof of Theorem 2

Denotev’s conditioningon setS (measuring marginal value overS) by vS(A) = v(S ∪A)− v(S), ∀A ⊆
1..n\S.

As mentioned in Section 4, there is a more direct, valuation-based (as opposed to price-based as in Def. 5)
characterization of GS valuations.

Lemma 8 [16] v is gross substitutes if and only ifv is submodular and

∀ itemsa, b, c,setS, vS(ab) + vS(c) ≤ max{vS(ac) + vS(b), vS(bc) + vS(a)} (4)

i.e. no unique maximizer amongvS(ab) + vS(c), vS(ac) + vS(b), vS(bc) + vS(a).

ForS=∅, this immediately leads to the observation in Footnote 12 inSection 4.

We now prove a slightly stronger result than Theorem 2’s claim in Section 4.

Theorem 2 A GS valuationv has hereditary maximizers fixing any base bundle already owned.

Proof: Suppose towards a contradiction thatv did not have HM: i.e. for someSj ∈ Mj noSj+1 ∈ Mj+1

contains it. ChooseSj+1 with lowest|Sj\Sj+1|+ |Sj+1\Sj|.

For any setS, let vB
∩
(S) = v(Sj∩Sj+1)∪B(S) (simply v

∩
if B = ∅).

Assume that

maxx∈Sj\Sj+1
v∩({x}) ≥ maxx∈Sj+1\Sj

v∩({x}) (5)

and letc1 ∈ argmaxx∈Sj\Sj+1
v∩({x}).

We prove inductively that for anyL distinct itemsa1...aL ∈ Sj+1\Sj ,

∃l ∈ 1..L with v
∩
(a1, . . . , aL) ≤ v

∩
(a−l, c1) (6)

wherea−l denotesa1...al−1al+1...aL. The theorem follows forL21 = |Sj+1\Sj |: v∩(S) is maximized by
Sj+1\Sj among sets of sizeL21. By Eq. (6),(Sj+1\{al})∪{c1} ∈ Mj+1 and has strictly fewer elements
in the symmetric difference withSj thanSj+1, contradicting the choice of setsSj andSj+1.
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As a base caseL = 1, Eq. (6) holds by choice ofc1 asl = 1.

Assume that Eq. (6) holds forL− 1, and suppose it fails forL ≥ 2.

We define a directed bipartite graphGL−1,c1L−2 with verticesa−l for l = 1..L in one partition (that we call
PL−1) andc1a−h,l for 1 ≤ l < h ≤ L in the other partition (that we callPc1L−2). Directed edgea → b in
GL−1,c1L−2 representsv∩(a) ≤ v∩(b), with strict inequality ifa ∈ Pc1L−2 andb ∈ PL−1.

We show that inGL−1,c1L−2 each vertex has at least one outgoing edge, i.e. there existsa cycle of in-
equalities (at least half of them strict), contradiction. This claim holds for vertices inPL−1 by the inductive
hypothesis.

Fix 1 ≤ h < l ≤ L andc1a−h,l. The failure of Eq. (6) forL requires

v∩(a
1, ..., aL)>max{v∩(a

−l, c1), v∩(a
−h, c1)} i.e. (7)

va
−h,l

∩ (ah, al)>max{va
−h,l

∩ (ah, c1), v
a−h,l

∩ (al, c1)} implying, via Eq. (4) (8)

va
−h,l

∩
(c1)<max{va

−h,l

∩
(ah), va

−h,l

∩
(al)} i.e. (9)

v
∩
(c1a

−h,l)<max{v
∩
(a−l), v

∩
(a−h)} (10)

exhibiting one outgoing edge fromc1a−h,l, i.e. toa−l or a−h.

If Eq. (5) did not hold, then one can show as above, that for anyL distinct itemsb1...bL ∈ Sj \Sj+1, and
c2 ∈ argmaxx∈Sj+1\Sj

v
∩
({x})

∃l ∈ 1..L with v∩(b
1, . . . , bL) < v∩(b

−l, c2) (11)

ForL = |Sj\Sj+1|, this contradictsSj ∈ Mj . �

Bertelsen provides a stronger result: for a GS valuationv, the collection of setsMv
j for all j is agreedoid,

i.e. a collectionF of subsets of1..n that is accessible (i.e.∀S ∈ F ,∃x ∈ S with S \{x} ∈ F) and
satisfies the augmentation property (∀S, S′ ∈ F with |S| < |S′|, ∃x ∈ S′\S with S∪{x} ∈ F). Clearly,
the maximum of an HM valuation without ties can be found efficiently via a greedy algorithm – Bertelsen
provides such an algorithm for a GS valuation that can also handle ties.

B Examples of HM, but not GS, valuations

order-consistent For anyL ∈ 1..n and any sets{j1, . . . , jL} and {j′1, . . . , j
′
L}, wheneverv({jl}) ≥

v({j′l}), ∀ l = 1..L thenv({j1, . . . , jL}) ≥ v({j′1, . . . , j
′
L}), with strict inequality if any of the single

item inequalities is strict.

Order-consistent valuations are HM because the maximum value among sizeL valuations is attained
at exactly those sets with item values amongL highest: sayk = 3, v(1) = 3, v(2) = v(3) = 1.
Then an order-consistent valuation must havev(1, 2) = v(1, 3) > v(2, 3). This valuation is not GS
as Eq. (4) can be violated by settingv(1, 2) = v(1, 3) = 2, v(2, 3) = 1.

sequence-basedAssume that all items form a series (of e.g. episodes) and that the value of any item is1.
Then the valuation of a setS equals|S| plus a function that is increasing in the number of consecutive
items inS.

Sequence-based valuations are HM because the maximum valuesizeL sets coincide with lengthL
sequences. They are not GS asv(1) + v(3, 4) > max{v(1, 3) + v(4), v(1, 4) + v(3)} contradicting
Eq. (4).
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pair-based Assume that items are partitioned into pairs (e.g. movie–sequel) and any item is valued at1.
The value of a setS equals|S| plus a function increasing in the number of such pairs inS.

Pair-based valuations are HM because the maximum value sizeL sets coincide with sets with⌊L2 ⌋
pairs. They are not HM asv(1) + v(3, 4) > max{v(1, 3) + v(4), v(1, 4) + v(3)} if {3, 4} is a pair,
contradicting Eq. (4).

We note that HM only contains single-minded valuations if the bundle of interest is of size1: each buyeri
has a desired bundleSi such thatv(S′) = v(Si) if S′ containsSi andv(S′) = 0 otherwise. Any bundle of
size|Si| − 1 has value0, but only those included inSi can be augmented with one item toSi.

C Proof of Lemma 5

Proof:[of Lemma 5] By optimality ofS2 after having boughtS1,

v(S1 ∪ S2)− r1|S1| − r2|S2| ≥ v(S1 ∪ S)− r1|S1| − r2|S|, ∀S ⊆ {1..n}\S1

i.e. v(S1 ∪ S2)− r2|S2| ≥ v(S1 ∪ (S′
2\S1))− r2|S′

2\S1| for S = S′
2\S1

Figure 1: Illustration of Theorem 2’s alternate proof forL=4. GraphG3,c12 has left-hand side partitionP3

and right-hand side partitionPc12. Any edge from setS to setS′ encodes thatS has a lower marginal value
thanS′ overSj ∩ Sj+1 whereSj andSj+1 are value-maximizing sets of sizej andj + 1 with minimum
symmetric difference i.e. lowest|Sj\Sj+1|+ |Sj+1\Sj |. Theorem 2’s alternate proof supposesSj 6⊂ Sj+1

and obtains a contradiction via a cycle inG3,c12, using elementsa1, a2, a3, a4, c1 not contained inSj+1\Sj.
P3 contains one vertex for each set of3 elements inSj+1\Sj whereasPc12 contains one vertex for each set
comprised ofc1 and2 elements inSj+1\Sj .
By the induction hypothesis Eq. (6), there exists an edge (solid in the figure) from any vertex on the left to
some vertex on the right. Eqs. (7-10) establish that there isan outgoing edge (dashed in the figure) from
c1a

−h,l to a−h or a−l, for 1 ≤ l < h ≤ 4.
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By movingr2|S′
2\S1| to the left-hand side and subtractingr2|S′

2| we get,

v(S1 ∪ S2)− r2(|S2| − |S′
2\S1|+ |S′

2|) ≥ v(S1 ∪ S′
2)− r2|S′

2|. (12)

By optimality ofS′
2 for pricer2 andS2 ∩ (S′

2 ∩ S1) = ∅ (asS2 ∩ S1 = ∅),

v(S′
2)− r2|S′

2| ≥ v(S2 ∪ (S′
2 ∩ S1))− r2(|S2|+ |S′

2 ∩ S1|) (13)

Adding Eqs. (12) and (13) and cancelingr2 terms (|S′
2|−|S′

2\S1|= |S′
2 ∩ S1|),

v(S1 ∪ S2) + v(S′
2)>v(S1 ∪ S′

2) + v(S2 ∪ (S′
2∩S1)) i.e. (14)

v(S2 ∪ S1)− v(S2 ∪ (S′
2∩S1))>v((S′

2\S1) ∪ S1)− v(S′
2) (15)

S2 6⊃ S′
2\S1 follows from (S′

2\S1) ∪ (S′
2 ∩ S1) = S′

2 andv’s submodularity. �

D Proofs from Section 5

Fix a valuation with maximumH with areaAF under its demand curveF. LetL=1 + logm + log n and
AC1=El∼U [0,L][F (ql)ql] be the part ofAF covered by a priceql =

H
2l

with l distributed uniformly on0..L.

From [2], we knowAC1=
∫ L
0 F (H2x )

H
2xL

−1dx ≥ L−1
∑L

x=1 F (H2x )
H
2x ≥ H

4(1+logm+logn) (noteF (H)=0).

Theorem 5 Considerk pricesqx1=
H
2x1 ≥ . . .≥qxk

= H
2xk wherex1 ≤ · · · ≤ xk are the first (smallest),. . . ,

k-th (largest) order statistics ofk iid continuous random variablesu1, . . . , uk chosen uniformly at random
in [0, L]. Then these prices cover in expectation anΩ( k

logm+logn) fraction ofAF .

The following standard (see e.g. [9], Chapter 2) propertiesof order statistics will be needed in our Theorem’s
proof.

Lemma 9 Let X be acontinuousrandom variable in[0, L] with cumulative distribution functionF and
probability density functionf =F ′. Letxd:k be itsdthhighest order statistic out ofk independent trials. Then

• xj:k’s probability density function isk
(k−1
j−1

)

F (x)j−1(1− F (x))k−jf(x). Thusxd = xd:k ’s (F (x) =

x/L, f(x) = 1/L) probability density function isk
(k−1
d−1

)

xd−1(L− x)k−dL−k.

• xd+1:k ’s distribution conditionedon the next lowestxd:k’s valuexd is the same as the distribution of
the lowest order statisticxk−d:k−d out of k − d trials of variableX truncated belowxd, i.e. with
probability density function f(x)

1−F (xd)
for x ∈ [xd, L].

Proof: [of Theorem 5] The expected area covered (recall Def. 6) by these prices is

ACk = Ex1...xk
[

k
∑

d=1

(F (qxd
)− F (qxd−1

))qxd
] = Ex1...xk

[

k
∑

d=1

F (qxd
)qxd

]− Ex1...xk
[

k−1
∑

d=1

F (qxd
)qxd+1

]

= Eu1...uk
[

k
∑

d=1

F (qud
)qud

]−
k−1
∑

d=1

Sd
k = kAC1 −

k−1
∑

d=1

Sd
k (16)

where Eq. (16) follows from the fact that the sets{x1, . . . , xk} and{u1, . . . , uk} coincide and we denoted
Sd
k = Ex1...xk

[F (qxd
)qxd+1

]. We continue by upper bounding eachSd
k and then summing them up.
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Using Lemma 9 (the first and the second facts for Eq. (17) and the first fact for Eq. (19)),

Exd+1|xd
[qxd+1

] =
∫ L
xd

(k−d)(L−y)k−d−1

(L−xd)k−d
H
2y dy ≤

∫ L
xd

k−d
L−xd

H
2y dy ≤ 2 k−d

L−xd

H
2xd (17)

ThusSd
k = Ex1...xk

[F (qxd
)qxd+1

] = Exd
[F (qxd

) · Exd+1|xd
[qxd+1

]] (18)

≤
∫ L
0 k

(

k−1
d−1

)

xd−1
d (L− xd)

k−dL−kF ( H
2xd )2

k−d
L−xd

H
2xd dxd (19)

≤ 2k(k − 1)
(k−2
d−1

)

L−k
∫ L
0 xd−1

d (L− xd)
k−1−dF ( H

2xd )
H
2xd dxd (20)

By summing up for all daysd = 1..k−1, we get

ACk ≥ kAC1 − 2k(k − 1)L−k
k−1
∑

d=1

(

k − 2

d− 1

)
∫ L

0
xd−1
d (L− xd)

k−1−dF (
H

2xd
)
H

2xd
dxd

≥ kAC1 − 2k(k − 1)L−k

∫ L

0
F (

H

2x
)
H

2x

k−1
∑

d=1

(

k − 2

d− 1

)

xd−1(L− x)(k−2)−(d−1)dx

≥ kAC1 − 2k(k − 1)L−k

∫ L

0
F (

H

2x
)
H

2x
Lk−2dx

≥ kAC1 − 2k(k − 1)L−12AC1 ≥ k(1−
4(k − 1)

1 + logm+ log n
)

H

4(1 + logm+ log n)

�

E Additional material from Section 6

Lemma 10 [13] Consider a monotone submodular functionf : 1..m → R. Consider random setI by
choosing each buyer in1..m independently with probability at leastp. ThenE[f(I)] ≥ p · f(I).

As utilities are quasilinear, the lowest quantity bought can only decrease if the price is scaled byα ≥ 1, but
stays constant if the valuation is also scaled.

Lemma 11 For α≥1, Dαv(p)=Dv(
p
α)andFv(p) ≤ Fαv⊕x(p),∀x≥0.

Proof:[of Lemma 11] AssumeFv(p) > 0 (otherwise second statement trivially holds) and letS ∈ Dv(p)
be a minimal preferred set (byv) at pricep: |S| = Fv(p).

We claim thatFαv⊕x(p) > 0; otherwise∅ ∈ Dαv⊕x(p) implying 0 ≥ αv(S) + x − p|S| > v(S) −
p|S|,contradictingS ∈ Dv(p). Let Sα ∈ Dαv⊕x(p) be a minimal preferred set (byαv ⊕ x) at pricep:
|Sα| = Fαv⊕x.

Suppose towards a contradictionFv(p) > Fαv⊕x(p), implying Sα 6∈ Dv(p). Thus, at pricep, S is strictly
preferred byv to Sα i.e.

v(S)− pFv(p) > v(Sα)− pFαv⊕x(p) i.e. (21)

v(S) − v(Sα) > pFv(p)− pFαv⊕x(p) > 0 implying (22)
αv(S) − αv(Sα) > pFv(p)− pFαv⊕x(p) i.e. (23)

αv(S) + x− pFv(p) > αv(Sα) + x− pFαv⊕x(p) (24)

i.e. S is strictly preferred toSα by αv ⊕ x atp, contradictingSα ∈ Dαv⊕x(p). �
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Let ϕd
a(i) = ai(Id\{i}), ϕ

d
b (i) = bi(Id\{i}) be random variables for the influence on buyeri ∈ 1..m\A1

just before dayd ∈ 1..k in IEk. Thusϕ1
a(i) = 1, ϕ1

b (i) = 0.

Lemma 12 below parallels Theorem 3. It lower bounds the quantity bought by a buyer outsideA1 from day
2 up to a given dayd.

Lemma 12 Fix buyeri ∈ 1..m withϕ2
a(i) ≥ Ha/3, ϕ2

b (i) ≥ Hb/3. Consider a price scheduleqx1 > . . . >
qxk−1

as in Def. 7 and fix dayd ∈ 2..k. Assume thatI is monotone and each buyer’s base valuation has
hereditary maximizers.

Let setSd ∈ D
S2,...,Sd−1

ϕd
a(i)vi⊕ϕd

b (i)
(Ha/3 · qx1..d−1

) be preferred in dayd in IEk given (influenced) valuation

ϕd
a(i)vi ⊕ ϕd

b (i) and previously bought bundlesS2,. . . ,Sd−1: Then
∑d

δ=2 |Sδ| ≥ F
vi⊕

Hb/3
Ha/3

(qxd−1
).

Proof:[of Lemma 12]

Sd∈ argmax
S∩

⋃d−1
δ=2 Sδ=∅

{ϕd
a(i)vi(S ∪

d−1
⋃

δ=2

Sδ)⊕ϕd
b (i)−Ha/3 · qxd−1

|S| −
d−1
∑

δ=2

Ha/3 · qxδ−1
|Sδ|}

Assume wlog that the customer makes the first purchase in day2 : S2 6= ∅.

By Lemma 11 (α = ϕ2
a(i)

Ha/3 ≥ 1 andx=
ϕ2
b(i)

Ha/3 ), S2 ∈D
ϕ2
a(i)vi⊕ϕ2

b(i)
(Ha/3 · qx1) = D

ϕ2
a(i)

Ha/3
vi⊕

ϕ2
b
(i)

Ha/3

(qx1) and

|S2| ≥F
vi⊕

ϕ2
b
(i)

Ha/3

(qx1)≥F
vi⊕

Hb/3
Ha/3

(qx1). Lemma 11 (x=
ϕ2
b(i)−Hb/3

Ha/3 ) implies the second inequality (holding

with equality unlessF
vi⊕

Hb/3
Ha/3

(qx1) = 0).

In day d > 2,
⋃d−1

δ=2 Sδ 6= ∅; thusϕd
b (i) is added toϕd

a(i)vi(S ∪
⋃d−1

δ=2 Sδ) in the argmax. We getSd ∈

D
S2,...,Sd−1

vi⊕
ϕd
b
(i)

ϕd
a(i)

(

Ha/3
ϕd
a(i)

qx1 , . . . ,
Ha/3
ϕd
a(i)

qxd−2
, H

a/3
ϕd
a(i)

qxd−1

)

which equalsDS2,...,Sd−1

vi⊕
Hb/3
Ha/3

(

Ha/3
ϕ2
a(i)

qx1 , . . . ,
Ha/3

ϕd−1
a (i)

qxd−2
, H

a/3
ϕd
a(i)

qxd−1

)

since the current preferred set (see Eq. (2)) is invariant toadditions of scalars and to modifications of earlier
prices (but not to current price, i.e.H

a/3
ϕd
a(i)

qxd−1
) given at least one earlier purchase. Clearly, sincevi has

hereditary maximizers, so doesvi ⊕ x. Theorem 3 for pricesH
a/3

ϕ2
a(i)

qx1 , . . . ,
Ha/3

ϕd−1
a (i)

qxd−2
, H

a/3
ϕd
a(i)

qxd−1
yields

∑d
δ=2 |Sδ|≥F

vi⊕
Hb/3
Ha/3

(H
a/3

ϕd
a(i)

qxd−1
). AsI, ai andbi are monotone,ϕd

a(i)≥ϕ2
a(i)≥Ha/3. By Lemma 11 for

α = ϕd
a(i)

Ha/3 ≥ 1, F
vi⊕

Hb/3
Ha/3

(H
a/3

ϕd
a(i)

qxd−1
) ≥ F

vi⊕
Hb/3
Ha/3

(qxd−1
). �

By Lemma 2.1 in [13], re-stated above as Lemma 10, asai, bi are submodular and monotone andI is
monotone, theexpectedinfluence on a buyeri after the day1 give-away inIEk is at least half the maximum
influence. This implies that a constant fraction of such buyers are significantly influenced.

Lemma 13 For any buyeri ∈ 1..m, E[ϕ2
a(i)] ≥ 0.5Ha and E[ϕ2

b(i)] ≥ 0.5Hb. ThereforeP[ϕ2
a(i) ≥

Ha/3] ≥ 1
4 andP[ϕ2

b(i)≥Hb/3] ≥ 1
4 .

Proof:We only provide the proof forϕ2
a(i) – the one forϕ2

b(i) is similar. Letx = P[ϕ2
a(i) ≥ Ha/3].

We haveE[ϕ2
a(i)] ≤ xHa + (1 − x)Ha/3. The claim follows via simple algebra fromE[ϕ2

a(i)] ≥
Ha

2
(Lemma 13). �

Finally, we prove Theorem 6, i.e.IEk ’s O( logmn
k )-revenue approximation
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Proof:[of Theorem 6] By Lemma 13,ϕ2
a(i) ≥ Ha/3 for a constant fraction of buyers outsideA1. By

Lemma 12, for any dayd = 2..k, each such buyeri ∈ 1..m\A1 buys at leastF
vi⊕

Hb/3
Ha/3

(qxd−1
) items in total

in days2..d at pricesHa/3 · qx1 , ..,H
a/3 · qxd−1

.

Forqδ = Ha/3 · qxδ−1
andxδ = F

vi⊕
Hb/3
Ha/3

(qxδ−1
) for δ = 2..k in Lemma 7 we get that buyeri pays at least

∑k
δ=2 H

a/3 · qxδ−1
(F

vi⊕
Hb/3
Ha/3

(qxδ
)− F

vi⊕
Hb/3
Ha/3

(qxδ−1
)) ≥ Ha/3 · Ω( k

logmn)(Hi +
Hb/3
Ha/3 )

by Theorem 4. The approximation factor follows after notingthat the optimal marketing strategy can yield
revenue at most

∑

i∈1..m(HiH
a +Hb). �
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